A network management server establishes a TCP connection with a network device

The network management server transmits a private protocol born on the TCP to the network device to notify the network device to be upgraded, then the network device executes a corresponding upgrade operation after receiving the notification and returns an upgrade result to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP

The disclosure discloses a method for upgrading a network device, which comprises: establishing, by a network management server, a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection with the network device (101); during an upgrade process, transmitting, by the network management server, a private protocol born on the TCP to the network device to notify the network device to be upgraded, then executing, by the network device, a corresponding upgrade operation after receiving the notification and returning an upgrade result to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP (102). The disclosure also discloses a system for upgrading a network device. With the method and the system, the purpose of implementing automatic upgrade for a network device can be achieved without a third party and the implementation is simple.
A network management server establishes a TCP connection with a network device.

The network management server transmits a private protocol born on the TCP to the network device to notify the network device to be upgraded, then the network device executes a corresponding upgrade operation after receiving the notification and returns an upgrade result to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP.
A network device transmits device information of the network device itself to a network management server 201.

The network management server judges the device information transmitted from the network device 202.

The network management server notifies the network device to download version files 203.

The network device downloads the version files from the network management server and returns a download result to the network management server 204.

The network management server notifies the network device to restart, and the network device notifies the network management server after the restart 205.

The network management server notifies the network device to download profiles 206.

The network device downloads profiles from the network management server and returns a download result to the network management server 207.

The network management server notifies the network device to upgrade the downloaded profiles 208.

The network device upgrades the profiles after receiving the notification and returns an upgrade result to the network management server 209.

The entire upgrade process of the network device is ended 210.

The network device is illegal 202.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR UPGRADING NETWORK DEVICE

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to a technology of upgrading a network device in the field of communications, particularly to a method and system for upgrading a network device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In the conventional planning and deployment process of a network, lots of network devices need to be configured manually one by one before entering a network, and the following version upgrade process of the network device is completed through manual configuration too; therefore, a large amount of labor force is consumed during the configuration process; in addition, since the deployment process of the network is complex, it is easy to make a mistake during the manual configuration. Thus, an upgrade method which is easy to implement and provides an accurate configuration is needed in the deployment process of a network.

[0003] At present, a method for automatically upgrading a network device has been proposed to achieve the purpose of accurate configuration, for example, a network management server completes, through a dedicated channel established between each network device and a switch, an upgrade operation of a corresponding network device, namely, before the upgrade, the network device first establishes with the switch the dedicated channel used for the following upgrade of the network device, then the network management server implements the upgrade management of the network device through the dedicated channel. Although this automatic upgrade method can avoid the operation of manual configuration and improve the efficiency of upgrade, it is needed to rely on a third party, that is, the switch, to complete the upgrade operation of a network device; therefore, when a network management server performs the upgrade management of a network device, it is needed to complete an extra configuration of a third party, thus the cost is relatively high and the implementation process is tedious.

SUMMARY

[0004] In view of the problems above, the main purpose of the disclosure is to provide a method and system for upgrading a network device, which can achieve the purpose of implementing automatic upgrade for the network device without a third party and can be easy to implement.

[0005] In order to achieve the purpose above, the technical solution of the disclosure is realized as follows.

[0006] The disclosure provides a method for upgrading a network device, which comprises: establishing, by a network management server, a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection with the network device;

[0007] during an upgrade process, transmitting, by the network management server, a private protocol born on the TCP to the network device to notify the network device to be upgraded; executing, by the network device, a corresponding upgrade operation after receiving the notification and returning an upgrade result to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP.

[0008] The process of the network management server and the network device performing an upgrade by using the private protocol born on the TCP may comprise:

[0009] step A: transmitting, by the network device, device information of the network device itself to the network management server;

[0010] step B: judging, by the network management server, the device information transmitted from the network device and transmitting upgrade information corresponding to the judgment result to notify the network device to be upgraded;

[0011] step C: executing, by the network device, a corresponding upgrade operation after receiving the upgrade information and feeding back an upgrade result to the network management server.

[0012] The step B may comprise: judging, by the network management server, the device information transmitted from the network device, notifying the network device to interrupt the TCP connection when determining that the network device is illegal, notifying the network device to download version files when determining that both version and configuration of the network device need an upgrade, and notifying the network device to directly download profiles when determining that the version of the network device needs no upgrade but the configuration needs an upgrade;

[0013] the step C may comprise: when receiving the notification from the network management server of downloading version files, downloading, by the network device, the version files and returning a download result to the network management server; notifying, by the network management server, the network device to restart, then executing, by the network device, a restart operation after receiving the notification and notifying the network management server after the restart; when receiving the notification from the network management server of downloading profiles, downloading, by the network device, the profiles and returning a download result to the network management server; notifying, by the network management server, the network device to upgrade the downloaded profiles, then upgrading, by the network device, the profiles after receiving the notification and returning an upgrade result to the network is management server.

[0014] The upgrade mode of the network device upgrading profiles notified by the network management server may comprise: upgrade immediately and upgrade regularly;

[0015] when the upgrade mode is upgrade immediately, after the network device returns the upgrade result of the profiles to the network management server, the method may further comprise:

[0016] notifying, by the network management server, the network device to upload log files, then uploading, by the network device, the log files after receiving the notification and transmitting an upload result to the network management server.

[0017] The method may further comprise: after the network device completes the upgrade, notifying, by the network management server, the network device to interrupt the TCP connection there-between through the private protocol born on the TCP; executing, by the network device, a disconnection operation of the TCP connection after receiving the notification.

[0018] The method may further comprise: during the upgrade process of the network device, regularly reporting, by the network device, the upgrade progress of the network device itself to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP.

[0019] The disclosure also provides a system for upgrading a network device, which comprises: a network management server and a network device;
the network management server is configured to: establish a TCP connection with the network device; during an upgrade process, transmit a private protocol born on the TCP to the network device to notify the network device to be upgraded; and receive an upgrade result of the execution of an upgrade operation returned by the network device through the private protocol born on the TCP.

The network device is configured to: establish a TCP connection with the network management server; during an upgrade process, after receiving an upgrade notification transmitted from the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP, execute a corresponding upgrade operation and return an upgrade result to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP.

The upgrade process in which the network management server performs communications with the network device by using the private protocol born on the TCP may comprise: the network management server receives and judges device information transmitted from the network device, transmits upgrade information corresponding to the judgment result to notify the network device to be upgraded, and receives an upgrade result fed back by the network device; and

The upgrade process in which the network device performs communications with the network management server by using the private protocol born on the TCP may comprise: the network device transmits device information of the network device itself to the network management server, executes a corresponding upgrade operation after receiving upgrade information transmitted from the network management server and feeds back an upgrade result to the network management server.

The network management server judging the device information transmitted from the network device, notifying the network device to be upgraded and receiving the upgrade result fed back by the network device may comprise:

judging the device information transmitted from the network device, notifying the network device to interrupt the TCP connection when determining that the network device is illegal; notifying the network device to download version files when determining that both version and configuration of the network device need an upgrade; notifying the network device to directly download profiles when determining that the version of the network device needs no upgrade but the configuration needs an upgrade; notifying the network device to restart after receiving a download result of the version files transmitted from the network device, and receiving a restart complete result reported by the network device; notifying the network device to upgrade the downloaded profiles after receiving a download result of the profiles transmitted from the network device, and receiving an upgrade result of the profiles returned by the network device; and

the network device executing the upgrade operation and feeding back the upgrade result to the network management server may comprise:

after being determined to be illegal by the network management server and receiving a notification of interrupting the TCP connection, interrupting the TCP connection with the network management server; after receiving the notification from the network management server, downloading version files or downloading profiles, and returning a download result to the network management server; after receiving the notification from the network management server, restart-

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 shows an implementation flowchart of a method for upgrading a network device of the disclosure;

FIG. 2 shows a detailed implementation flowchart for upgrading a network device of the disclosure; and

FIG. 3 shows a structure diagram of a system for upgrading a network device of the disclosure.
DETAILS DESCRIPTION

[0040] The basic idea of the disclosure is that a network management server establishes a TCP connection with a network device; during an upgrade process, the network management server transmits a private protocol born on the TCP to the network device to notify the network device to be upgraded, then the network device executes a corresponding upgrade operation after receiving the notification and returns an upgrade result to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP.

[0041] Further, after the network device completes the upgrade, the network management server notifies the network device to interrupt the TCP connection there-between through the private protocol born on the TCP, then the network device executes a disconnection operation of the TCP connection after receiving the notification.

[0042] Wherein the private protocol includes a plurality of message types, which are respectively used for the network management server and the network device performing communications in different upgrade phases; the private protocol born on the TCP includes a private protocol is encapsulated by TCP and then transmitted by the TCP connection between the network management server and the network device.

[0043] The disclosure is described below in detail in conjunction with the drawings and specific embodiments.

[0044] FIG. 1 shows an implementation flowchart of a method for upgrading a network device of the disclosure; as shown in FIG. 1, the process comprises the following implementation steps:

[0045] Step 101: a network management server establishes a TCP connection with a network device.

[0046] Specifically, after the network device is started, the network device automatically starts a Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) client service function and acquires, from a DHCP server at the network side, a target IP address and a port number of the network management server needed by establishing the TCP connection, then the network device and the network management server establish the TCP connection there-between.

[0047] Here, the process of establishing the TCP connection is a conventional art, and no further description is needed here.

[0048] In the disclosure, after establishing the TCP connection between the network device and the network management server, both the network device and the network management server perform communications there-between by using the private protocol born on the TCP in the following upgrade process; the network management server can manage a plurality of network devices simultaneously.

[0049] Step 102: during an upgrade process, the network management server transmits a private protocol born on the TCP to the network device to notify the network device to be upgraded, then the network device executes a corresponding upgrade operation after receiving the notification and returns an upgrade result to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP.

[0050] Specifically, after the network device establishes the TCP connection with the network management server, the network device first transmits device information of the network device itself to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP, and the device information may include Media Access Control (MAC) address and device version; the network management server judges the device information transmitted from the network device and transmits upgrade information corresponding to the judgment result to notify the network device to be upgraded, and the upgrade information may include downloading version files, downloading profiles or upgrading profiles; the network device executes a corresponding upgrade operation after receiving the upgrade information and feeds back a corresponding upgrade result to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP, and the corresponding upgrade result may include version files or profiles downloading completed or profiles upgrading success, in which, all the upgrade information is the private protocol born on the TCP and corresponds to different types of messages in the private protocol born on the TCP, for example, the network management server notifies is the network device to download version files or profiles, or notifies the network device to upgrade profiles.

[0051] In the disclosure, the private protocol includes a plurality of types of messages, which are defined as follows:

```
01234567012345670123456701234567
+----------------------------------+
| MSG_TYPE | DATA_NUM | LENGTH |
|          |          |        |
+----------------------------------+
| DATA1_INFO |
+--------
| DATA2_INFO |
+--------
| ...... |
+--------
```

[0052] Wherein the MSG_TYPE is of one byte, which indicates a message type and can be viewed as a header of the private protocol; for example, when MSG_TYPE=1, the corresponding message is: the network device transmits device information of the network device itself to the network management server; when MSG_TYPE=3, the corresponding message is: the network management server notifies the network device to download version files; of course, the value of the MSG_TYPE and the corresponding message type can be set flexibly; the DATA_NUM is of one byte and indicates the number of data in the current private protocol; the LENGTH is of two bytes and indicates the total length of all data in the current private protocol; the DATA1_INFO, the DATA2_INFO and the like indicate each data in the current private protocol.

[0053] Wherein the format of the DATA_INFO is defined as follows:

```
01234567012345670123456701234567
+----------------------------------+
| DATA_TYPE | DATA_LEN | VALUE_LEN | RESERVED |
|          |          |           |          |
+----------------------------------+
| DATA_VALUE |
+---------
```

[0054] Wherein the DATA_TYPE is of one byte and indicates a data type; the DATA_LEN is of one byte and indicates the length of data; the VALUE_LEN is of one byte and indi-
icates the length of the DATA_VALUE; the RESERVED is of one byte and indicates the alignment reservation of four bytes; the DATA_VALUE indicates the value of data, that is, the content of data, and needs to be complemented to an integral multiple of four bytes. The disclosure defines fourteen types of DATA_TYPES according to requirements of the upgrade process, as shown in Table 1, and lists the VALUE_LEN, the data type and the data content corresponding to different DATA_TYPES in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VALUE_LEN</th>
<th>DATA_TYPE</th>
<th>Data Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Character String MAC Address of Network Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Variable Length</td>
<td>Character String Version of Network Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Variable Length</td>
<td>Character String Type of Network Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Integral Type Identifier is File Transfer Protocol (FTP) or TFTP Server Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Integral Type Path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Variable Length</td>
<td>Character String File Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Variable Length</td>
<td>Character String User Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Variable Length</td>
<td>Character String Password</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Variable Length</td>
<td>Character String Execution Result of Downloading Files:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Integral Type Success and Verification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Integral Type Upgrade Mode:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Character String Time Format of Regular Upgrade:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Integral Type Execution Result:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Integral Type Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0055] wherein the VALUE_LEN is variable in length and indicates that the value of the VALUE_LEN is the length of the character string corresponding to the DATA_TYPE. Of course, the DATA_TYPE in the disclosure cannot limited to the above fourteen types and can be configured flexibly.

[0056] In the disclosure, during the communication process, the network device or the network management device parses the received private protocol born on the TCP, that is, first removes the header to obtain the private protocol and then determines the content of the message according to the MSG_TYPE and the DATA_VALUE of the private protocol; before the network device and the network management device transmits the private protocol to each other, they need to encapsulate a TCP header to the private protocol.

[0057] Further, after the network device completes the upgrade in step 102, the network management server notifies the network device to interrupt the TCP connection therebetween.

[0058] Specifically, after receiving an upgrade success message transmitted from the network device, the network management server notifies the network device to interrupt the TCP connection with the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP; then the network device interrupts the TCP connection with the network management server after receiving the notification.

[0059] Further, during the process of the network device executing an upgrade operation, the network device can report the upgrade progress of the network device itself to the network management server at a regular time, for example, every 30s, through the private protocol born on the TCP. Here, the upgrade progress can be reported in the form of percent-age, for example, 25%, which indicates that the current upgrade progress is at a quarter of the entire upgrade process; or, the current progress is reported in the form of texts directly, for example, downloading version files or profiles in progress.

[0060] The upgrade process in step 102 is illustrated below in detail in conjunction with the definition of the private protocol and Table 1, as shown in FIG. 2, the process comprises the following implementation steps.

[0061] Step 201: a network device transmits device information of the network device itself to a network management server.

[0062] Specifically, the network device transmits the device information of the network device itself to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP, for example, the device information may include the MAC address of the network device, the version of the network device and the type of the network device.

[0063] In step 201, for the private protocol transmitted from the network device, MSG_TYPE=1; DATA_NUM=3; DATA1 corresponds to the first item in Table 1 and denotes the MAC address of the network device; DATA2 corresponds to the second item in Table 1 and denotes the version of the network device; DATA3 corresponds to the third item in Table 1 and denotes the type of the network device. Of course, the DATA_NUM herein is extendable, that is, it can include several kinds of device information.

[0064] Step 202: the network management server judges the device information transmitted from the network device; when it is determined that the network device is illegal, the network management server notifies the network device to interrupt the TCP connection; when it is determined that both version and configuration of the network device need an upgrade, step 203 is executed; when it is determined that the version of the network device needs no upgrade but the configuration needs an upgrade, step 206 is executed.

[0065] Specifically, after receiving the device information of the network device, the network management server judges the device information transmitted from the network device; when it is determined that the network device is illegal, that is, the network device is not in the control limit of the network...
management server, the network management server notifies the network device to interrupt the TCP connection with the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP, and step 210 is executed; when it is determined that the version number and configuration information uploaded by the network device are the same as those specified by the network management server for the network device, step 203 is executed; when it is determined that the version number uploaded by the network device is in accordance with that specified by the network management server for the network device but that the configuration information of the network device is different from that specified by the network management server for the network device, that is, the configuration information is of a lower version than the configuration specified by the network management server, step 206 is executed.

[0066] Step 203: the network management server notifies the network device to download version files.

[0067] Specifically, the network management server notifies the network device to download, from an FTP/TFTP server of the network management server, the version files needed by upgrade through the private protocol born on the TCP, and notifies the network device to download information such as address, path, file name and password.

[0068] Here, for the private protocol transmitted from the network management server, MSG_TYPE=3; DATA_NUM=7; DATA1 corresponds to the fourth item in Table 1 and denotes the type of the FTP/TFTP server, wherein 0 indicates the FTP server and 1 indicates the TFTP server; DATA2 corresponds to the fifth item in Table 1 and denotes the address of the FTP/TFTP server; DATA3 corresponds to the sixth item in Table 1 and denotes the target path of download; DATA4 corresponds to the seventh item in Table 1 and denotes the file name of the version file; DATA5 corresponds to the eighth item in Table 1 and denotes the user name needed by downloading version files; DATA6 corresponds to the ninth item in Table 1 and denotes the password needed by downloading version files; DATA7 corresponds to the fourteenth item in Table 1 and denotes the CRC needed by verification when version files are downloaded, wherein the is DATA_NUM can be extended flexibly.

[0069] In the disclosure, the FTP/TFTP server also can be an external independent server managed by the network management server.

[0070] Step 204: the network device downloads the version files from the network management server and returns a download result to the network management server.

[0071] Specifically, the network device downloads the version files from the FTP/TFTP server after receiving the notification from the network management server and returns the download result to the network management server.

[0072] In step 204, for the private protocol transmitted from the network device, MSG_TYPE=5; DATA_NUM=1; DATA1 corresponds to the tenth item in Table 1 and denotes the download result of the version files, wherein 0 indicates download success and verification accurate, 1 indicates download success but verification inaccurate and 2 indicates download failure, wherein the corresponding relationship between 0, 1 or 2 and the download result can be changed flexibly.

[0073] Step 205: the network management server notifies the network device to restart; the network device executes a restart operation after receiving the notification and notifies the network management server after the restart.

[0074] Specifically, after the network management server receives the download result of the version files returned from the network device and determines that the download and verification are successful, the network management server notifies the network device to restart through the private protocol born on the TCP; the network executes the restart operation after receiving the notification and notifies the network management server after completing the restart. Here, after the network device is restarted, the downloaded version files are upgraded successfully, that is to say, the version of the network device is the latest version after the restart.

[0075] wherein for the private protocol transmitted from the network management server, MSG_TYPE=6 and DATA_NUM=0, that is, the protocol dose not include data parameters.

[0076] Here, the reason of failure of the download of version files is complex; the specific process method is not included in the scope of protection of the disclosure, and no further description is needed here.

[0077] Step 206: the network management server notifies the network device to download profiles.

[0078] Specifically, the network management server notifies the network device to download, from the FTP/TFTP server of the network management server, the profiles needed by upgrade through the private protocol born on the TCP, and notifies the network device to download information such as address, path, file name and password.

[0079] Here, for the private protocol transmitted from the network management server to notify the network device to download profiles, MSG_TYPE=4; DATA_NUM=7; DATA1 corresponds to the seventh item in Table 1 and denotes the type of the FTP/TFTP server, wherein 0 indicates the FTP server and 1 indicates the TFTP server; DATA2 corresponds to the fifth item in Table 1 and denotes the address of the FTP/TFTP server; DATA3 corresponds to the fourth item in Table 1 and denotes the address of the FTP/TFTP server; DATA4 corresponds to the eighth item in Table 1 and denotes the target path of download; DATA5 corresponds to the ninth item in Table 1 and denotes the user name needed by downloading version files; DATA6 corresponds to the tenth item in Table 1 and denotes the password needed by downloading version files; DATA7 corresponds to the fourteenth item in Table 1 and denotes the CRC needed by verification when profiles are downloaded, wherein the DATA_NUM can be extended flexibly.

[0080] Step 207: the network device downloads profiles from the network management server and returns a download result to the network management server.

[0081] Specifically, the network device downloads the profiles from the FTP/TFTP server after receiving the notification from the network management server and returns the download result to the network management server.

[0082] In step 207, for the private protocol transmitted from the network device, MSG_TYPE=7; DATA_NUM=1; DATA1 corresponds to the tenth item in Table 1 and denotes the result of downloading the profiles, wherein 0 indicates download success and verification accurate, 1 indicates download success but verification inaccurate and 2 indicates download failure, wherein the corresponding relationship between 0, 1 or 2 and the download result can be changed flexibly.

[0083] Step 208: the network management server notifies the network device to upgrade the downloaded profiles.
Specifically, after the network management server determines that the network device has successfully downloaded the profiles, the network management server notifies the network device to upgrade the downloaded profiles through the private protocol born on the TCP, wherein the upgrade mode includes upgrade immediately and upgrade regularly. Here, the reason of failure of the download of profiles is complex; the specific process method is not included in the scope of protection of the disclosure, and no further description is needed here.

Here, for the private protocol transmitted from the network management server, MSG_TYPE=8; DATA_NUM=1 or 2; if the upgrade mode is upgrade immediately, DATA_NUM=1, DATA1 corresponds to the eleventh item in Table 1 and denotes the upgrade mode, that is, 0 indicates upgrade immediately; if the upgrade mode is upgrade regularly, DATA_NUM=2, DATA1 corresponds to the eleventh item in Table 1 and denotes the mode of upgrading, that is, 1 indicates that the upgrade mode is upgrade regularly; DATA2 corresponds to the twelfth item in Table 1 and denotes the time of regular upgrade.

Step 209: the network device upgrades the profiles after receiving the notification and returns an upgrade result to the network management server.

Here, for the private protocol transmitted from the network device, MSG_TYPE=9; DATA_NUM=1; DATA1 corresponds to the thirteenth item in Table 1 and denotes the upgrade result of the profiles, wherein 0 indicates upgrade success and 1 indicates upgrade failure.

Step 210: the entire upgrade process of the network device is ended.

In step 208, if the involved upgrade mode is upgrade immediately, the following step is set between step 209 and step 210: the network management server notifies the network device to upload log files, that is, upload files corresponding to the upgrade result of the profiles, then the network device uploads the log files to the FTP/TFTP server after receiving the notification and transmits an upload result to the network management server.

Here, for the private protocol transmitted from the network management server to notify the network device to upload logs, MSG_TYPE=10; DATA_NUM=6, DATA1 corresponds to the fourth item in Table 1 and denotes the type of the FTP/TFTP server, wherein 0 indicates the FTP server and 1 indicates the TFTP server; DATA2 corresponds to the fifth item in Table 1 and denotes the address of the corresponding FTP/TFTP server to which the log files are uploaded; DATA3 corresponds to the sixth item in Table 1 and denotes the target path of upload; DATA4 corresponds to the seventh item in Table 1 and denotes the file name of the log file; DATA5 corresponds to the eighth item in Table 1 and denotes the user name needed by uploading log files; DATA6 corresponds to the ninth item in Table 1 and denotes the password needed by uploading log files, wherein the DATA_NUM can be extended flexibly.

For the private protocol used by the network device to upload the upgrade result, MSG_TYPE=11; DATA_NUM=1; and DATA1 corresponds to the thirteenth item in Table 1 and denotes the upload result of the log files, wherein 0 indicates upload success and 1 indicates upload failure.

When the upgrade mode is upgrade regularly and after the network device completes the upgrade, if the TCP connection between the network management server and the network device is not interrupted, the network management server still can notify the network device to upload log files through the existing TCP connection; then the network device uploads the log files to the FTP/TFTP server after receiving the notification and transmits the upload result to the network management server through the existing TCP connection; if the TCP connection between the network management server and the network device has been interrupted, the network management server is capable of notifying the network device to upload log files by other means; then the network device transmits the upload result to the network management server by other means. The other means can be that: the network management server notifies the network device to upload log files by transmitting other remote control protocols such as User Datagram Protocol (UDP), and then the network device transmits the upload result of the log files to the network management server through the UDP.

Further, after step 210, the network management server notifies the network device to interrupt the TCP connection; then the network device interrupts the TCP connection with the network management server after receiving the notification.

Specifically, after the network management server receives the upload result of the profiles transmitted from the network device and determines the success of the upgrade, the network management server notifies the network device to interrupt the TCP connection through the private protocol born on the TCP, and then the network device interrupts the TCP connection with the network management server after receiving the notification.

Here, for the private protocol transmitted from the network management server, MSG_TYPE=2 and DATA_NUM=0, that is, the protocol does not include data parameters.

In order to implement the method above, the disclosure also provides a system for upgrading a network device; as shown in FIG. 3, the system comprises a network management server and a network device:

The network management server is configured to: establish a TCP connection with the network device; during an upgrade process, transmit a private protocol born on the TCP to the network device to notify the network device to be upgraded; and receive an upgrade result of the execution of a corresponding upgrade operation returned by the network device through the private protocol born on the TCP;

the network device is configured to: establish a TCP connection with the network management server; during an upgrade process, after receiving an upgrade notification transmitted from the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP, execute a corresponding upgrade operation and return an upgrade result to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP;

Preferably, the network management server is configured to notify, after the network device completes the upgrade, the network device to interrupt the TCP connection there-between through the private protocol born on the TCP; and

the network device is configured to execute a disconnection operation of the TCP connection after receiving the notification transmitted from the network management server.

Preferably, the network device is configured to regularly report the upgrade progress of the network device itself.
to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP, during the upgrade process; and

[0102] the network management server is configured to receive the upgrade progress transmitted from the network device.

[0103] The upgrade process in which the network management server performs communications with the network device by using the private protocol born on the TCP specifically includes:

[0104] the network management server receives and judges device information transmitted from the network device, transmits upgrade information corresponding to the judgment result to notify the network device to be upgraded, and receives a corresponding upgrade result fed back by the network device; and

[0105] the upgrade process in which the network device performs communications with the network management server by using the private protocol born on the TCP specifically includes:

[0106] the network device transmits device information of the network device itself to the network management server, executes a corresponding upgrade operation after receiving upgrade information transmitted from the network management server and feeds back a corresponding upgrade result to the network management server.

[0107] The network management server judging the device information transmitted from the network device, transmitting the upgrade information corresponding to the judgment result to notify the network device to be upgraded and receiving the corresponding upgrade result fed back by the network device specifically includes:

[0108] judging the device information transmitted from the network device, notifying the network device to interrupt the TCP connection when determining that the network device is illegal; notifying the network device to download version files when determining that both version and configuration of the network device need an upgrade; notifying the network device to directly download profiles when determining that the version of the network device needs no upgrade but the configuration needs an upgrade;

[0109] notifying the network device to restart after receiving a download result of the version files transmitted from the network device, and receiving a restart complete result reported by the network device; notifying the network device to upgrade the downloaded profiles after receiving a download result of the profiles transmitted from the network device, and receiving an upgrade result of the profiles returned by the network device.

[0110] The network device executing the corresponding upgrade operation after receiving the upgrade information transmitted from the network management server and feeding back the corresponding upgrade result to the network management server specifically includes:

[0111] after being determined to be illegal by the network management server and receiving a notification of interrupting the TCP connection, interrupting the TCP connection with the network management server; after receiving the notification from the network management server, downloading version files or downloading profiles, and returning a download result to the network management server; after receiving the notification from the network management server, restarting and notifying the network management server after the restart; and after receiving the notification from the network management server, upgrading the profiles and returning an upgrade result to is the network management server.

[0112] The upgrade mode of the network device upgrading profiles notified by the network management server includes: upgrade immediately and upgrade regularly; when the upgrade mode is the upgrade immediately,

[0113] preferably, the network management server is configured to notify the network device to upload log files after receiving the upgrade result of the profiles transmitted from the network device and to receive an upload result of the log files transmitted from the network device; and

[0114] the network device is configured to upload the log files after receiving the notification transmitted from the network management server and to transmit the upload result to the network management server.

[0115] The above are only the preferred embodiments of the disclosure and are not intended to limit the scope of protection of the disclosure. Any modification, equivalent substitute and improvement made within the spirit and principle of the disclosure are deemed to be included within the scope of protection of the disclosure.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for upgrading a network device, comprising: establishing, by a network management server, a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection with the network device; during an upgrade process, transmitting, by the network management server, a private protocol born on the TCP to the network device to notify the network device to be upgraded; executing, by the network device, a corresponding upgrade operation after receiving the notification and returning an upgrade result to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the process of the network management server and the network device performing an upgrade by using the private protocol born on the TCP comprises:

   step A: transmitting, by the network device, device information of the network is device itself to the network management server;

   step B: judging, by the network management server, the device information transmitted from the network device and transmitting upgrade information corresponding to the judgment result to notify the network device to be upgraded;

   step C: executing, by the network device, a corresponding upgrade operation after receiving the upgrade information and feeding back an upgrade result to the network management server.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the step B comprises: judging, by the network management server, the device information transmitted from the network device, notifying the network device to interrupt the TCP connection when determining that the network device is illegal, notifying the network device to download version files when determining that both version and configuration of the network device need an upgrade, and notifying the network device to directly download profiles when determining that the version of the network device needs no upgrade but the configuration needs an upgrade;

   the step C comprises: when receiving the notification from the network management server of downloading version
files, downloading, by the network device, the version files and returning a download result to the network management server; notifying, by the network management server, the network device to restart, then executing, by the network device, a restart operation after receiving the notification and notifying the network management server after the restart; when receiving the notification from the network management server of downloading profiles, downloading, by the network device, the profiles and returning a download result to the network management server; notifying, by the network management server, the network device to upgrade the downloaded profiles, then upgrading, by the network device, the profiles after receiving the notification and returning an upgrade result to the network management server.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the upgrade mode of the network device upgrading profiles notified by the network management server comprises: upgrade immediately and upgrade regularly;

when the upgrade mode is upgrade immediately, after the network device returns the upgrade result of the profiles to the network management server, the method further comprising:

notifying, by the network management server, the network device to upload log files, then uploading, by the network device, the log files after receiving the notification and transmitting an upload result to the network management server.

5. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

after the network device completes the upgrade, notifying, by the network management server, the network device to interrupt the TCP connection there-between through the private protocol born on the TCP, executing, by the network device, a disconnection operation of the TCP connection after receiving the notification.

6. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

during the upgrade process of the network device, regularly reporting, by the network device, the upgrade progress of the network device itself to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP.

7. A system for upgrading a network device, comprising:

a network management server and a network device;

the network management server is configured to: establish a TCP connection with the network device; during an upgrade process, transmit a private protocol born on the TCP to the network device to notify the network device to be upgraded; and receive an upgrade result of the execution of an upgrade operation returned by the network device through the private protocol born on the TCP;

the network device is configured to: establish a TCP connection with the network management server; during an upgrade process, after receiving an upgrade notification transmitted from the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP, execute a corresponding upgrade operation and return an upgrade result to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP.

8. The system according to claim 7, wherein:

the upgrade process in which the network management server performs communications with the network device by using the private protocol born on the TCP comprises: the network management server receives and judges device information transmitted from the network device, transmits upgrade information corresponding to the judgment result to notify the network device to be upgraded, and receives an upgrade result fed back by the network device; and

the upgrade process in which the network device performs communications with the network management server by using the private protocol born on the TCP comprises:

the network device transmits device information of the network device itself to the network management server, executes a corresponding upgrade operation after receiving upgrade information transmitted from the network management server and feeds back an upgrade result to the network management server.

9. The system according to claim 8, wherein:

the network management server judging the device information transmitted from the network device, notifying the network device to be upgraded and receiving the upgrade result fed back by the network device comprises:

judging the device information transmitted from the network device, notifying the network device to interrupt the TCP connection when determining that the network device is illegal; notifying the network device to download version files when determining that both version and configuration of the network device need an upgrade; notifying the network device to directly download profiles when determining that the version of the network device needs no upgrade but the configuration needs an upgrade; notifying the network device to restart after receiving a download result of the version files transmitted from the network device, and receiving a restart complete result reported by the network device; notifying the network device to upgrade the downloaded profiles after receiving a download result of the profiles transmitted from the network device, and receiving an upgrade result of the profiles returned by the network device; and

the network device executing the upgrade operation and feeding back the upgrade result to the network management server comprises:

after being determined to be illegal by the network management server and receiving a notification of interrupting the TCP connection, interrupting the TCP connection with the network management server; after receiving the notification from the network management server, downloading version files or downloading profiles, and returning a download result to the network management server; after receiving the notification from the network management server, restarting and notifying the network management server after the restart; and after receiving the notification from the network management server, upgrading the profiles and returning an upgrade result to the network management server.

10. The system according to claim 9, wherein the upgrade mode of the network device upgrading profiles notified by the network management server comprises: upgrade immediately and upgrade regularly;

when the upgrade mode is upgrade immediately, the network management server is further configured to notify the network device to upload log files after receiving the upgrade result of the profiles transmitted from
the network device and to receive an upload result of the log files transmitted from the network device; and
the network device is further configured to upload the log files after receiving the notification transmitted from the network management server and to transmit the upload result to the network management server.

11. The system according to claim 7, wherein the network management server is further configured to notify, after the network device completes the upgrade, the network device to interrupt the TCP connection there-between through the private protocol born on the TCP; and
the network device is further configured to execute a disconnection operation of the TCP connection after receiving the notification transmitted from the network management server.

12. The system according to claim 7, wherein the network device is further configured to regularly report the upgrade progress of the network device itself to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP, during the upgrade process; and
the network management server is further configured to receive the upgrade progress transmitted from the network device.

13. The method according to claim 2, further comprising:
notifying, by the network management server, the network device to interrupt the TCP connection there-between through the private protocol born on the TCP; executing, by the network device, a disconnection operation of the TCP connection after receiving the notification.

14. The method according to claim 2, further comprising:
during the upgrade process of the network device, regularly reporting, by the network device, the upgrade progress of the network device itself to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP.

15. The method according to claim 3, further comprising:
during the upgrade process of the network device, regularly reporting, by the network device, the upgrade progress of the network device itself to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP.

16. The method according to claim 4, further comprising:
during the upgrade process of the network device, regularly reporting, by the network device, the upgrade progress of the network device itself to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP.

17. The system according to claim 10, wherein the network management server is further configured to notify, after the network device completes the upgrade, the network device to interrupt the TCP connection there-between through the private protocol born on the TCP; and
the network device is further configured to execute a disconnection operation of the TCP connection after receiving the notification transmitted from the network management server.

18. The system according to claim 8, wherein the network device is further configured to regularly report the upgrade progress of the network device itself to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP, during the upgrade process; and
the network management server is further configured to receive the upgrade progress transmitted from the network device.

19. The system according to claim 9, wherein the network device is further configured to regularly report the upgrade progress of the network device itself to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP, during the upgrade process; and
the network management server is further configured to receive the upgrade progress transmitted from the network device.

20. The system according to claim 10, wherein the network device is further configured to regularly report the upgrade progress of the network device itself to the network management server through the private protocol born on the TCP, during the upgrade process; and
the network management server is further configured to receive the upgrade progress transmitted from the network device.